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Abstract
Objective
The aim of this study is to present a series of case studies on the real-life use of pegvaliase in Italy in managing patients affected by phenylketonuria (PKU) and provide practical insight and support to healthcare professionals currently approaching and facing this novel enzyme substitution therapy.

Methods
A panel of 11 PKU experts from seven leading Italian treatment centers attended online virtual meetings with the aim of reviewing their clinical and practical experiences with pegvaliase based on occurred cases. In selecting the cases, specific consideration was given to the nationwide representation of the centers involved and to the number of patients with PKU managed. Cases were thoroughly reviewed, with comprehensive discussions enabling the identification of key take-home messages regarding pegvaliase therapy.

Results
The panel discussed 18 cases, 11 males and 7 females (age range 17–43 years). At the last follow-up (up to 111 weeks after pegvaliase initiation), 11 out of 18 patients (61%) reached Phe levels below 600 μmol/l. Outcomes varied significantly across cases. All cases underscore the potential of pegvaliase in reducing Phe levels, enhancing the quality of life, and promoting social skills and independence. Additionally, the cases highlight the challenges associated with pegvaliase therapy, including managing adverse events and ensuring patient motivation and adherence.

Conclusion
This is the first report about the Italian experience of managing patients affected by PKU with pegvaliase. Given the limited real-world data on the use of pegvaliase in PKU management, this case series offers valuable insights into the practical implementation and management of pegvaliase therapy in this Country. Continued research and data collection will be crucial to confirm and progress with this treatment. Despite potential challenges, pegvaliase therapy represents a substantial promise in managing PKU in Italy. Patient education, personalized treatment approaches, and careful monitoring are important to ensure optimal patient outcomes.
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